Employment Knowledge Base

Employment Area Contact

**Info**

**Graduate Studies**
assistantships@unm.edu

**Faculty – Health Sciences Center**
(505) 272-4231 | HSC-HSCFCO@salud.unm.edu

**Faculty – Main & Branch Campuses**
(505) 277-4528 | faculty@unm.edu

**Staff Employment**
(505) 277-6947 | UNMJobs@unm.edu

**Student Employment**
(505) 277-3511 | stuemp@unm.edu
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News and Updates

**UNMJobs Patch Code Fixes - July 7th Patch**
Gabe Rivera posted on Jul 07, 2017

A list of fixes applied to UNMJobs with the July 7th patch. Table of patch code fixes begins: Summary of Issues Patch Code Fixes July 7, 2017 Mobile Error message in feedback due to a previously pushed code changed. After this, leaving a feedback comment or action will not result in an error Onboarding Users that are showing as in progress in the Onboarding Dashboard don't have any pending items in their action widget or Actions tab intermittently. After the fix,…

**UNMJobs Vendor Updates - August 2017**
Gabe Rivera posted on Jul 05, 2017
